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the
editor
says

You won't believe this, but adver-
tisers are interested in our being ob-
jective. No fooling-we have several
expressiors of direct interest in our
continuing to tell it like it is. As a
matter of fact, I have proudly filed
one man's letter under "I never
thought it would happen." This guy,
mav his tribe increase, has threatened
(or perhaps a better word is uarned)
he u'ill rvithdraw his advertising the
first time he sees us backing off.

The rtay I figure it, we have him
from here on out.

That rtiil be our acid test.
Of course. there's an acid test for

him. too. sometime in thefuture. What
r''ill be his reaction if we chance to
iook over some product he has and it
ru-rns out it could stand improvement
and r,, e "av so? Then we'llreallyknow,
\\'on't \\'e?

.{s long as we are on the sub.ject
cf advertEers. you can't help noting
thai rr-e have a few more this issue.
I ^1 tejl vou right now we'll have a
rert' ;nore next issue, too. And, hope-
fulir'. rve'll continue to do so. This
maqazine is a commercial venture and
cannot iqnore any legitimate source of
income.

\\'e rhrrrk \\'e can run the ads and
stil, olfer the most solid firearms infor-

:::t"" 
on the stands. You wait and

On the back page, you'll find a new
institution for Gunfacts-a visiting col-
umnist. I guess you might call him.
Back-page coiumnists are swinging in
all the hip outdoors publicatiors, so
herewith is our entry, one Frank Mar-
shall
couP
us.

J
Ie

r. You have probably read a
of rifle reviews he's written for

of 200 centerfire rifle rounds
and has been doing that since

GUNFACTS/SEPTEMBER.69 3

I don't know much about Mr. Mar-
shall, but he suits me. He has, I am
told, all kinds of trophies from his
match-shooting days, and he has, I
know firsthand, a vast store of mem-
orabilia and fact and opinion - in-
formed opinion-on shooting. I have
been on the same range with Mr.
Marshall on perhaps 12 or 15 occa-
sions. I estimate that he fires an
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DWM-built l9OO Model -thefirst Luger and one of the
most beautiful guns ever
made - shows characteristic
dished back toggle knob with
inset toggle lock. Magazine is
a later version

by Jan Stevenson

This is Part lll of
G unfacts' exclusive
examination of the
processes and the
pistols that have
led to the new
Mauser Parabellum

GUNFACTS/SEPTEMBEF.69 23



THE PARABELTUM STORY
PART THREE

Mauser and Interarms started kick-
ing the Parabellum question around
in 1962.

Direktor Lubenau viewed the project
favorably, but since he was nearing
retirement he felt he'd best not make
a decision which might well hang his
successor. In 1964 Direktor Adam took
over the MauseruLerke, and the Para-
bellum and HSc projects both got the
positive go-ahead. The HSc, obviously
the more manufacturable of the two,
took priority, and the M66 rifle, which
at this time was giving severe problems
in manufacturing and rather dismal
accuracy, spread Mauser's engineering
staff fairly thin. Mauser and Interarms
representatives met about three times
a year thereafter to keep up a bit of
momentum.

On the 21st and 22nd of February,
1967, Mauser held a press conference
in Oberndorf to which some sixty-five
representatives of the European shoot-
ing press were invited to witness the
formal unveiling of the N{66 rifle. Dur-
ing the course of the conference, Maus-
er announced their plans to put the
Luger back in production. Their pro-
posed delivery date to Interarms of
early '67 already drifting past, they
now hoped to have it available by
early '68. It would be a faithful copy
of the P-08, and would retail at $300.
Mauser must have gagged on the
number, for it duplicated Hebsacker's
estimate exactly.

The P-08 was what Interarms
wanted. Mauser dusted off what old
Second War blueprints and worksheets
Herr Weiss had managed to abscond
with before the French destroyed them,
and began to work from there. I recent-
Iy examined P-08 engineeringdrawings
at Mauser dated 1967.

The deeper Mauser got, the more
impossible the project looked. Their
thoughts drifted toward Switzerland,
unravaged by war since Napoleon's
day. With the acquisition of what the
Swiss must certainly have in storage,
perhaps just slightly dusty, Mauser's
perliminary headaches and expenses
alike would evaporate, and the project
would get back on schedule. It wasn't
that easy.

To start with, Waffenfabrik Bern,
the obvious first stop, had been what
the Swiss call a "kopfuerke"-literally
translated "head u'orks." They assem-
bled the gun, and manufactured a few
essential parts such as thereceiverfork,

24 GUNFACTS/SEPTEMBER-69

by Jan Stevenson
but mostly they coordinated. Actual
production ol the components of the
Swiss Luger was farmed out to 110
subcontracted firms. SIG, for instance,
was the only plant which made the vital
frame. In a manufacturing prospectus
published sometime in the late 1950's
or early '60's, SIG had shown a
photograph of a Luger frame and re-
ceiver fork, in the white, probably to
illustrate the sort of intricate metalwork
of which they were capable.

Mauser went to the Swiss too late.
The year before, 1966, SlGhadhauled
all their oid Luger jigs, dies, and
gauges out and put the torch to them

-they needed the space. Themachines
had long since been put to other uses.
N{oreover, SIG was decidedly not in-
terested in subcontracting the frame for
Mauser. Besides being tied up on other
work, SIG. it is rvidely felt in Su'itzer-
Iand, has alu,ays opposed areintroduc-
tion of the Parabellum for fear it rvould
cut heavily into sales of their orr'n
sP47/8.

Mauser wound up back at Bern.
When Bern subcontracted a lirm. they
supplied one cop)i of the blueprints
and one of each gauge necessarl' lor
every measurement and inspection re-
quired in manufacture. Duplicate cop-
ies of the paperu'ork and a set of mas-
ter gauges were kept at Bern. It rvas
up to the manufacturer to build jigs,
set up his machinerr'. and construct
as many extra gauges and so forth as

were required. These he rlas quite at
Iiberty to destrov or do u'ith rvhat he
chose at the expiration of the contract,
but the ortginal draitings and gauge set sup-
plied by Bern had to be returned.

As far as gauges and drawings went,
then, the \\-affenfabrik had two of
everything rthen \Iauser came knock-
ing. An agreement u'as reached, prob-
ably in the fall of 1967, and the actual
transfer took place around the first of
December. 1967, rvhen N'{auser sent two
trucks dou'n to Bern to fetch the gear
back to Oberndorf.

For the not insignificant sum of
$60.000 \Iauser received the followingr

1. One copy of the entire M1929
production package: biueprints,
parts drau'ings, work sheets, toler-
ance calculations, etc.
2. One of each inspection gauge
necessary for reading every dimen-
sion of every part in the gun.
3. About 301, of the necessary jigs.
4. A11 of the blueprints, drawings,

and calculations Bern had made in
1960 when redesigning the M1929
for the Swiss gunsmiths.
5. Three pistols: one each of the
1906 German contract model, the
Swiss 06-24, and the M1929.

In addition Mauser evidently bought
about fifteen Model 1929 pistols on
the Swiss commercial market. Bern
meanwhile retains a duplicate setof the
M1929 blueprings and other paper-
work, and the master gauges.

Wlth this acquisition Mauser com-
mitted themselves, intellectually and
emotionally at least, to produce a
Swiss pattern pistol rather than the
P-08 Interarms had requested. But
the more Mauser engineers studied the
Swiss material, the more evident it
became that the Bern purchase was
not the Godsend they'd hoped for.
This for several reasons:

\Iauser's engineering and produc-
tion facilities are set up in accordance
u'ith German Industry Standards
(DIN). To them the Swiss blueprints
seemed all backwards. Where the Swiss
read a plus-oniy toierance the Germans
read a minus-only and so forth. The
biueprints would have had to be re-
done for this reason alone.

A more serious problem was that
the jigs, worksheets, etc. were geared
to 1930's production methods-indeed,
the way N{auser had built the gun in
the same era-and a far cry from the
way they'd have to do it today.

For instance profilers, reading off a
control die, were not used in Switzer-
land, nor in Germany either until the
P-38 went into production at Mauser
during the Second War. With the
Luger, the work always moved around
a static tool, rather than the tool's
moving around the work. Every curved
surface on the frame then was the arc
described by the frame as it pivoted
around to meet a cutter of a given
radius. The pivot points were the
holes drilled for later placement of the
safety, the magazine release, the maga-
zine base, the takedown latch, or the
trigger guard. Today, of course, these
same holes are used to attach the work
to the jig, but the jig stays static
as the pre-programmed tool moves into
the work and does what's to be done.
Thus, while the Swiss were able to
save time, money and bother by mak-
ing the frontstrap of the Model 1929
straight rather than curving it out at
the bottom, such external contours



New Luger starts life as a 56-l /2 ounce drop forging, subsequently loses 83% of this bulk
during 101 machining operations.

After planing to lateral specs. magazine base, mag release, and thumb safety holes are
drilled to give jigs a place to grab during later operations.

Mauserletan immediateorderfor 30.0OO frame forgings to the smithy, had some 5,OOO
of these in work when Stevenson made these photos in late March. Later orders will level
off at I OOO a month.

make little difference today-the 1969
tools can describe a curved line quite
as quickly and easily as a straight one.

In general modern production
methods didn't catch up with the old
Parabellum. The only exceptions
which come to mind are the grip safe-
ty on the 1929 Swiss which was cold
stamped, and the frame-mounted rock-
er piece which engaged the recoil
spring guide rod in the P-08. Orig-
inally machined from a solid block,
this piece was produced from section
stock during the war.

The new Parabe]lum, aswe'11 discuss
shortly, will of necessity depend heavily
ori such modern techniques as invest-
ment casting, in which instances the
Srviss drawings, jigs, and gauges are
clearly of little use. Besides, the 250
gauges Bern supplied were fairly an-
tique and nowhere near as precise as
\Iauser. rvho shares faciiities with her
sisrer company. the measuring instru-
ments division. is accustomed to using.

TI-re n'av it linally rvorked out, say
the \l auser engineers lr'ho handled
the Srr'iss artifacts. they' had to com-
pletelr- redo the drauings and tolerance
calculations to con-form to German
Industr,,' Standards. The u'ork sheets
ol course u'ere done up from scratch
to foljorv nelv production procedures.
The jigs. they say, had to be scrapped
completeiy, and the only items sal-
vageable were just a few of the pro-
duction gauges. This corresponds with
what I've seen in the Oberndorf plant.

Either l\{auser had ulterior motives
for making the purchase in the lirst
place or they took a clobbering on the
deal. The Swiss of course came off
handsomely. They got their money,
they still have duplicate drawings and
their original set of master gauges,
and Mauser is making a Swiss pattern
pistol. Before Oberndorf had the first
prototype finished, an order from Bern
for spare Parabellum parts to make
Swiss shooters happy again was sitting
on the desk.

The obvious problem in producing
the Parabellum is to avoid goingbank-
rupt paying the guys who run the ma-
chines. The old Luger offers worth-
while instruction in this respect, and
here it nould be prudent to correctthe
many ill-founded opinions of those
who have injudiciously imbibed the
data presented on page 305 of Datig's
The Luger Pistol. According to Datig,
to produce a Luger pistol from scratch
required a total of 642 machine oper-
ations plus 136 hand operations. The
machine operations required 78 minutes
whiie the hand operations ate up an
hour and tweive minutes. This gives a
brand new Luger for 2lz man andma-
chine hours, fast work by anybody's
standards; sounds more like the Sten
gun. Datig, a fastidious researcher
who is usually very careful in labeling
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the various shades of truth, credits
this information to his old friend,
August Weiss. And it was Herr Weiss
who clarified things for us:

Datig's figures, Herr Weiss said,
refer only to those operations on the
P-08 which Mauser paid foronapiece-
work basis. Everything paid on an
hourly basis was in addition. This en-
lightenment, besides accounting for a
Iot of additional hours, can uncover a
Iot of extra operations as well.

Extrapolating from personal experi-
ence, let's look at a Smith & Wesson
revolver: In assembling the cyiinder
and guts to the frame there are per-
haps two dozen fitting points where
fliles, stones, or the mallet may have to
be used. Smith & Wesson pays for this
as piece-work, and considers it as two
operations: one man fits and aligns
the 1,sk6, while the next man fits the
cr'linder, the entire action, times the
piece. and adjusts the triggerpullalong
rr'ith a plethora of other things. How
manv actuai "hand operations" are
ir.rvoived herei A lot more than the
trro Smith & \\'esson rvould say they
ar-e paving piece-u'ork for! And how
ntant cctual hand operations lie con-
cealed in the 136 for which Mauser
paici prece-rrork rates in 1939? Many
inde eci.

For one thing, the P-08 was hand-
iir:ei trr'ice. The first fitting, while
rne parts u'ere soft, was a veritable
ie-c iav u'ith hand files. After heat
:rearment the parts came back for
r., ha: rhe Germans called "schwarT
m..t:a;.' ' or "black fitting, " where
\\'arpage and dlstortion had to be
c orr cc'. ed .

In addition to concealed operations,
:he quoted figures did not include the
nurrerous gaugings and inspections,
borh facton, and governmental, which
the P-ii8 and its components under-
rr'en! in the course of manufacture. Nor
does ir include proof testing, magazine
loading. sighting in, cleaning, greasing,
or merelv trundling the parts fromma-
chine to machine or deburring them
ir'hen rhev come out.

Herr \f eiss's recollections come much
closer to the truth than do official
sraris!ics rvhen he says that roughly
650 machine operations and 450 hand
operations '"vere required to build the
P-08. and that twelve hours of labor
rr'ent into each gun.

Thls figure from Herr Weiss's Pro-
digious memory has lately received in-
teresting corroboration, and incidental-
h' speaks well of the efficiency of his
foremanship. I recently asked one of
the \Iauser engineers on the Parabel-
lum project how many man and ma-
chine hours, with the modern tech-
niques they were using, would be re-
quired to produce each new Luger. He
toyed around with a slide ruie for a
minute, and seemed somewhat shaken
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to find that at the outset each gun,
it seemed, would be eating about
twelve hours of work. This was a
rough answer, he explained, and he
hoped it wouldn't last long. Indeed
it can't last long if Mauser is to
survive the experience.

The Luger was always a pig for
tooling. Herr Weiss's crew turned out
the P-38 comparatively effortlessly with
450 machines. Yet to run Parabellums
in any significant quantity at all re-
quired a minimum of 750 machines.
It rvas not as a luxury that he brought
800 machines u'ith him when produc-
tion rvas transferred from Berlin to
Oberndorf in \Iay of 1930.

81' modern standards this is a gross
excess of tooling. Many were small
machines for picayune operations on
or-er-complex parts. Yet Mauser en-
gineers u'ere absolutely correct in de-
ciding that if they were to come out
ol this Parabellum effort with their
shirts. their best move would be to
spend lavishly for heavy tooling to
cut down on man hours, while appli-
cation of advanced manufacturing tech-
niques would pare machine time and
total number of operations. Anticipat-
ing much tighter tolerances than had
previously been held, the soft fitting
operation was abandoned; the new
Luger will be entirely hard fitted.
Glancing again at U.S. experience,
Smith & Wesson abandoned softfitting
of their revolvers years ago.

Before examining the results of these
prudent intentions, it would simplify
things to find out where the gun is
going to be built. As we've already
mentioned, SIG turned Mauser down
on an exploratory inquiry for sub-
contracting the frame or receiver fork
or both. Assumedly, Mauser asked
elservhere as well. It was generally
expected in Europe that a major por-
tion of the new Luger would be built
ar \{anurhin in France, where the
HSc slide and frame are manufactured.
.\nd no one wouid have been surprised
if some Parabellum parts had been
farmed out to the Heym plant in
\lunnerstadt as well.

Somerr'here along the line, Mauser
savs. they decided, and wisely so, to
keep the Parabellum all in the family.
It's quite a family. For the past !la,

centun' \Iauser has been a part of
the .'ait Quandt holdings, along with
D\\'\{. I\\'K. NWM, and some forty
or so other companies. To start with,
Luger producrion will be contained
rvithin the I\\'K division of Quandt
Group. Bv 1971, all operations are
expected to be transferred to Mauser
in Oberndorf.

-\t the moment. \tlauser-AG, the
gunmaking outfit, is busily whittling
ar\-a\: at the frame and barrel, andwill
soon go to rr'ork on the sideplate, trig-
ger. holdopen device, and the main-
28 GUNFACTS/SEPTEMBER.69

spring guide rod as well. Mauser-
GmbH, the precision instruments divi-
sion, is buiiding the receiver fork,
while IWK in Karlsruhe is starting
work on the toggle links and breech-
block. Rifled barrel blanks, measur-
ing 253h" long by 1" diameter come
from NWIr{ ( Netherlands Weapons and
Munitions) while finished magazines
are supplied by Hollandia, another
Quandt-owned Dutch company. Other
components are sprinkled around var-
ious IWK companies, while pins,
springs, screws, forgings, castings. and
such are prudently subcontracted
wherever the work can be done best.

Back to where we left off-going
whole hog on machinery \\'as one of
Mauser's smartest moves. It ls reliabh,
reported that Quandt Group laici out
a quarter of a million dollars to tool
up Mauser-AG for the componenrs
that wili be built thrre. .\r.rother'
$100,000 worth of Parabellum toolinq
went to Mauser-GmbH. and ir rook .rr
additional $87,500 in machines io qet
IWK moving on the toggle linLr ar.rd
breechblock. To top it off a ibal
quarter million dollars u'enr :or::\-
tures and gauges, a1l arouni, Tiis
tots up to $687,500, plus S6t-t .t,rt,r(,) or
the Bern purchase, plus three ,.'ear. o:
engineering costs, plus overneacl. :.,-r.
getting a raft of subconLroc:or: c.:: '. j
cheerfulstart, which explains',.r'. 

.lce 
s

Custom Gunshop never roo.:i ..-- .,
make Lugers, and u,hv a 1or or io-".e:1.
importers went home unl-rapl.. .

Wages, to say norhins l:''i . are
what esLablish the cosr o:' r:l'. ::.::r*-
factured product. Since :1,..r::.c. or'"
run by men, and highlv paii nen at
that, machine hours. in eiTect. are ntan
hours in some proportion or ctler, To
expect Mauser to turn oui a Luger
from forgings and solici blocks ol sreel
by the antiquated methocls ol a iong-
gone yesteryear is crasses: assininitr'.
and I'd have u'ritten ihem oil as rank-
est fools had thev nor done rr'hat they
did so well-that'is. prepare the Para-
bellum for manufacture br- the most
modern methods possib.e.

Perhaps the nlo most unreasonably
complex pieces in the entire pistol
were the sideplare and the trigger.
Mauser is rlise 1r' investntent casting
them both. a mo\-e rvhich I heartil|
applaud. The trlgger bar, rvhich,
mounted in the sideplate. transfers trig-
ger pressure to the sear. is cast as well,
as is the recoil spring leg, rvhich we've
previously relerred to as the frame-
mounted rocker piece u'hich serves as
an interrnediary betn,een the recoil
spring and the recoil spring-breechblock
assembly coupling piece. TheS-shaped
coupling piece itself, which takes a lot
of strain, will still be machined from a
forging. The safety lever also will be
cast, again an excellent application.

The barrel is turned down from rod
or bar stock, as are the magazine latch
and the takedown latch on a smaller
scale. The frame and receiver fork are
both machined from forgings, while
the toggle links are fabricated from
section stock, or profile material as
the Germans call it, and the breech-
block is machined lrom a solid bar.

Indeed, the only suspect piece in
the entire gun is the sear, which will
be made of sintered iron. Sintered iron,
the mainstay of powder metallurgy,
makes an incredibly hard and amazing-
ly precise part, but is brittie and tends
to crumble a bit on corners under heavy
wear. There are many excellent appli-
cations for this process-indeed, Rem-
ington has a whole division devoted
to it-but sears are suspect. One Amer-
ican handgun maker got badly burnt
r.r'hen they went overboard on sintered
iron parts about five years ago. Sin-
tered iron is dangerous in sears when
the sear faces lbrm opposing 1ips, as
thev do in most revolvers. The Luger
sear is quite different though, and
may lend itself admirably to this
process. The engagement surfaces on
t}'ie Parab ellum sear and striker are tru-
rv expansive. and form broad, flat faces
rarher than fraeile 1ips.

Being no metallurgist, I am cautious-
iv optomisric about the use of sintered
ilon lor the Luger sear. However, I'd
\\'ant ro see it take 10,000 rounds of
resr firing before giving it an OK,
ar.rd I'm sure Mauser u'ill do this or
better before putting it on the market.
Even before the first prototlpe was
built. \{auser had fitted a sinteredsear
into a Swiss M29 and had run 2500
rounds through it. I examined this piece
and could detect no wear whatever on
the notch.

The real hangup to using a powder
metal sear, as I see it, has to do with
the trigger pull. Lugers are chronically
foul in this department, and part of
the correction involves bending the sear.
A sintered sear simply won't bend,
and a file's not going to cut it either.

Given a sintered sear and a bucketful
of cast parts, one might wonder, as I
did, why Mauser is going to the in-
credibie bother of chiseling a 270 grarn
frame out of a 1600 gram forging. A
small calculation shows 83 /o of the
material, not to mention a felv hours,
gets whittled and frittered away in the
process.

lvluch verbal rubbish is heard about
the superior quaiity of forged parts,
which hearkens back to the comment
of Professor Schlesinger in Beriin, who
said, regarding the German arms indus-
try in the 1930's, they manufactured
chips with guns as an incidental by-
product. Some wag in the U.S. picked
this up later and applied it, quite ac-
curately, to Colt.



Preprogrammed machine handles 2 frames at
once-one on each side-routs trigger guard
and magazine recess fram side.

With the part locked in place, tool will rout
recoil spring recess, then make a pass along
the grip straps. Note Mauser crest on left
corner of shop-built iig.

Parts are served at the machine in lunchroom-
like partitioned trays. These frames have
undergone the first four operations.

Two at once again. This tool will drill magazrne
well preparatory to broaching, one assumes
This was a far as Mauser had got when
Stevenson visited the plant.

Anyway, Mauser at present is putting
exactly 101 machine operations and ap-
proximately 25 inspections into each
frame. This takes time. It's ali well
and good to envision running a profiler
once or twice around the piece to get
the outside contour, but the fact is that
the part goes through six operationsjust
to get waste stock off before they can
put the profiler on it. Inside machining
tells a similar taie. Why not cast it
ibr starters? Tool wear would be slight-
1y greater, perhaps, but total machining
operations could be cut by 30ft and
stock removal would be reduced by 90 /o
or better.

The answer is easily found. In Europe
as in the U.S., foundry lag time from
recelpt of order to deiivery of a cast
part runs to almost a Year while lag
time on a forged part is only some three
months. As an ancillary reason' Mauser
does have more experience in working
iorgings than castings. But they were
also nearh' three years behind on their
conrracl rvith Interarms, and in mY
opinion took the last and self-sacrificing
airelralive. Thef iet an immediate
cor.tr:ict ior 30.000 frame forgings, with
1.o(-)tr per month to follorv thereafter,
anci :ooied up to handle them. That's
a ill o: ilanes. and inertia has a way
or se:::r{ in. but although no one will
'irss up to it. I'm stlll looking for the
L::e: :o come through with an invest-

-.l: .r.i lrame within the next three

\\':::rout doubt the most charming
n-,a:r,i:,e in the plant is a Dubied 517
pro=:;Il]med lathe which selis for some-
iilnE over 516,000 from the plant in
\eucirarei. S'"vitzerland. This device
:roi:.es t}-re outside of the barrel, per-
ib:rl:inq t'hat was previously six sep-
a-r?-ie operations in less than two min-
u:es. and takes the place of an entire
depairment. Despite this, the Luger
lar:ei. plerifled though it is, still takes
rhi:lr- operations and ten inspectionsto
brir-ig ir to finished form, which gives
sone l:rnt as to how come the gun
costs:ronev.

\\'hen I r,r'as at N{auser 10 daYs be-
fore ihis \vriting in March, 1968,
some 5.000 frames, by rough estimate,
u ere in u ork, and were about halfway
rhrough the manufacturing Process.
Ba|r'el. rrere briskly emerging out the
back of rhe Dubied 517 into a bin, but
the chambering machine, though un-
crated. u as not yet in operation. Mes-
sleug Dit'lsiolr was tooiing up for the
.ecJit'e. forks, but hadn't yet started
n'ork. Incredibie as it still seems, the
Luger zi coming back, and is almost
uPon us.

\-orgrimler's research dePartment
had built two prototypes to check out
the blueprints, but these were torn
dou.n and in heat treat. If the proto-
types perform, a fifty-gun pilot. run
witt be launched immediately, and the

A smatt portion of the quarter-million dotlars worth of iigs and fixtures that Mauser built
and had buitt from scratch for the Parabettum. Atl this iust to hold the parts in the

machines.
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The cunning Dubied 517 is the backbone of
the barrel making department; indeed, to date
it is the barrel making department. costing a
repotted $16,OOO.

A second after this picture was taken, the
machine spit the barrel out the back into a bin.
It does everything but make pictures of itself.

schedule calls for 5.000 finished pistols
by, the end of December. January of
1970 will see \Iauser sninging into a
production schedule of 1,000 Parabel-
lums a month. This is something shy
of the 600 Lugers a day Herr Weiss
was turning out from 1938 to 1942,
but sti]l is a bit hard to comprehend.

Think back to the tooling-up ex-
penses-747.000 documented dollars
Mauser laid out to put the Luger back
on the line. Add in the incidentals
and it comes to an easy milliqn and a
half, just to launch a pilot run. This
for an order of 10,000 to 20,000 guns
which all sources agree is the requisite
minimum to put the Parabellum back
in productionP Not quite.

Interarms' contract with Mauser
calis for the deiivery of 100,000 Lugers
over a ten-year period-enough toarm
every officer! non-com, and enlisted
man of the post-Versailles Reichswehr,
and some twenty times more than any
previous prospective importer has been
able to envision selling.

Again, it's a fairly simple matter of
economics. Interarms has the money,
and with a firm order of that magni-
tude, N,Iauser can expect to amortize
their expenses about halfway along,
and start pulling a decent profit, this
barring recession and supposing the
piece sells to Interarms' rosy expecta-
tions.

Mauser, with "100,000" a1l but
painted on the office rvalls, is letting
Interarms have the basic model with
4" barrel for appriximately $80 each,
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ln a blizzard of cutting oil, the Dubied does
what was formerly six separate operations in
the space of a few heartbeats. Without tooling
like this, the Luger couldn't be built again

Barrel blanks are gauged before and after
going into the Dubied machine. Dtai gaL,ge
allows 1.1 mm from barrel flange to breech
face, and -.2mm from back of srght base to
muzzle.All three gauges are Mauser biLtii

MORE NEXT
MONTH !

DON'T MISS IT!

which is some 35% belot, Lf.e.: .:rC
Hebsacker's previous.lr' 3nfio;n- c,i ri.
timates of 1967 and 1961 resDe cl^r.e^i..
and some 30% belorv \\'ail.nl"r.ir
Bern's rock bottom price r , .:.. i.... 1..
Gunsmiths for a rouer-:i:.r::.ri. :-c.
cheapened Model of t9)o \\ :.:.:. - ::.
to show that there's sorxe :):.. .: c:J:t:.
ence between a 10,000 qun rrder ancl a
I00"000 gun order. Oiel.. .:.i )....:s
purchase wasn't such a ,a:::e-b:ained
Ioser after all.

In order to avoid pres:dir: or er rhe
funeral of both firms. I:-le=rms rr.ill
hold their mark-up to ii,e care mini-
mum in an elfort to rna.:e :le qun sell
to their oprimisric expec:arions tne+"
barrel model u'ill reiaii in rhe U.S.
for about $160-I earlier rlould have
been surprised to see il as loll as
$200. The 6'' model rr.il1 go for about
$170, and the 8" model ilirh barrel-
mounted lons ranse .ighLs nill run
$180. both reflec ring -\Iiuser', mark-
up exactly. sar,-s Interarms.

As an interesring inrerjection, it is
reported that \Iauser u'as approached
in 1959 bv a prospective Ameiican im-
porter all eager for Lugers. He hap-
pened to have gone precociously to tie
right place. but his order potential
probably didn't far exceed four dozen
guns. -\t anv rate, it's said that Maus-
er told him they could supply 100,000
I ugers for $85 each-roughly $5 over
Interarms present contract pricefor the
same size order. This has to have
been a facetious quote. At the time
Nrlauser lvasn't even seriousiy plan-

ning to make sporting guns, much Iess
Parabellums. They had no tooiing,
no drawings, and no cost study to con-
suit. Either this off-the-hat answer was
accurate by accident, or else the people
at Oberndorf had it psyched out 

-all

along.

- Who'll buy 100.000 antique pisrols?
Save in one or two possible variations,
the Parabellum doesn't rate as a serious
arm. Luger collectors, as a sales base,
are a captive market for Mauser's new
playthings. They've no choice but to
lqy every variation that appears.
Where I running the show, I'd ex-
ploit them ruthlessly. I'd usher forth
every variation that Fred Datig and
Harry Jones ever dreamed of, and
I'd match Colt's every commemora-
tive issue from the Gadsden Purchase
to Hawaiian Statehood. Anything to
sell the old lemon!

Interarms, doubtless, will be Iess
vicious. They have a well deveioped
sense of aesthetics, and seem to want
the Luger to move at least partially
on its own merits, whatever those may
be. No artificial commemoratives wiii
be forthcoming, but a numberof varia-
tioru n'lli appear if for no other reason
ihan to ger the show back on the path
rhev originally charted.

\Iauser's lirst effort, in the three bar-
rel iengths. u.ill be pure Swiss. save
tor the milled rather than lathe-turned
receiver ring. Interarms from the first
rlanted rhe P-08; they wanted the
curved frontstrap; they wanted a stock
iug: thev rvanted a magazine safety;
thel' u'anted a blue rather than a
black finish. These changes, by the
nature of things, will come through
piecemeal, and each alteration will be
collectable, fated to appreciate in value.
Nine miliimeter and thirty-caliber will
be the lead calibers, but 1971 will see
the introduction of a necked-down 22
centerfire. N,f ate this with the 16"
model with the detachable and legal
stock and it starts to look interesting.

Most interesting of all, Interarms
claims they have military orders for
the Luger, and not in Latin America.
If pressed for a guess, I would hazard
Portugal. Of course the sideplatewon't
interchange with current Portuguese
Lugers, and the Portuguese are hurting
for sideplates. But since the sideplate
is now investment cast, you can just
as well make one as the other.

The further you go, the more fas-
cinating it gets. That's how it is
with the Luger, and finally, after
decades of diligent effort, and for no
really practical reason at ail, it's back.
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